Worksheet for Spanish Minors

Name ____________________ Student ID# ____________________________ Contact __________________

Requirements for the Minor in Spanish: A total of 24 upper-division credits are required in the following two areas: 4 upper-division credits in Linguistics and 20 upper-division credits in language, culture and literature. All credits must be earned with a grade of C or above. C- and P are unacceptable. Residence at PSU: At least 12 of the 24 credits for this minor must be completed at PSU or in overseas programs in which the WLL dept. participates. Credit by exam does not count.

Credit should be distributed as evenly as possible between Language, Literature, Culture and Linguistics courses.

LINGUISTICS (Select one of the following courses)

SPAN 325 Phonetics & Phonology (pre-req: 8 credits of 301-303) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
WLL 390 Languages of the World date_____ credits_____ grade_____
LING 390 Introduction to Linguistics date_____ credits_____ grade_____

LANGUAGE, CULTURE & LITERATURE (Select 20 credits from the following)

(301-303 should be taken in order. Students who completed high school in a Spanish-speaking country should not take 301-303; see the Spanish Adviser. Students who grew up in a Spanish-speaking household should take 301H-303H. For prerequisite purposes, 301-303 are considered equivalent to 301H-303H.)

301/301H Grammar date_____ credits_____ grade_____
302/302H Grammar date_____ credits_____ grade_____
303/303H Grammar date_____ credits_____ grade_____

330 Peninsular Culture & Civilization (pre-req: 8 credits of 301-303) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
331 Latin American Culture & Civ. (pre-req: 8 credits of 301-303) date_____ credits_____ grade_____

(341, 342, 343, 344, 345 may be taken in any order. (Prerequisites: 301, 302, and 303)

341 Pre-Modern Cultural and Literary Foundations date_____ credits_____ grade_____
342 Early Modern and Colonial Cultural and Literary Expression date_____ credits_____ grade_____
343 Cultural and Literary Expressions of Independence date_____ credits_____ grade_____
344 Modern Cultural and Literary Expressions date_____ credits_____ grade_____
345 Present-Day Cultural and Literary Expression date_____ credits_____ grade_____

Note: 341-345 may be taken in any order. (Prerequisites: 301, 302, and 303)

410 Selected Topics (Study Abroad) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
411 Advanced Composition & Conv. (Prerequisites: 301, 302, and 303) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
414 Advanced Grammar (Prerequisites: 301, 302, and 303) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
421 Peninsular Prose (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
422 Peninsular Drama (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
423 Peninsular Poetry (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
427 Latin American Prose (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
428 Latin American Drama (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
429 Latin American Poetry (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
430 Ibero-American Film (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
434 Peninsular Multiple Genres (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
436 Latin American Multiple Genres (pre-reqs: 8 credits of 341-345) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
490 History of the Spanish Language (pre-reqs: 301, 302, 303, and 325) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
494 Spanish Linguistics (pre-reqs: 301, 302, 303, and 325) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
497 Applied Spanish Linguistics (pre-reqs: 301, 302, and 303. Rec. 4 cr. in ling.) date_____ credits_____ grade_____
498 Spanish Syntax (pre-reqs: 301, 302, and 303. Recommended: 4 cr. in ling.) date_____ credits_____ grade_____

Total Transfer Credits _____ Total Residence at PSU Credits _____/12 Total ______/24

Adviser recommendations: _____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ Signature __________________________ Date __________________
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